
The Franklin Method

Change Master
The Franklin Method teaches you how to have a better life through using your body. Better 
implies improvement. The FM thus at first is teaching you how to improve by using the full 
spectrum of the body/mind/environment interphase . We call it the art of change. We use the 
tool of dynamic Imagery. It partly consists of mental training  interventions that is used by top 
athletes and performers and is supported by scientific research. Yet it also involves aspects that 
are novel and ground breaking, focusing on improving the nervous system directly which also 
has scientific backing. All put together in a comprehensive and practical format that potentially 
can turn you into a master of change.
 We focus our application of the art of change on 3 main aspects: movement, health and 
motivation. We take our point of reference in the body because it is our physical fundament, it is 
tangible and the design is the same for all of us, its global and reaches across all cultures and 
belief systems. And thus it is a good neutral inroad into the dynamic system called a human 
being. What is a dynamic system, it is a system that is made up of multiple aspects that all 
interweave and influence one another mutually. Body, mind, brain, nervous system, environment 
etc.The goal is to differentiate and then integrate the different parts into a well functioning whole.
The goal is to make you into a change master, so that you can effectively direct your experience 
into realizing your aspirations and dreams in a healthy body. Influencing your self, your 
environment and society into better balance and well being. We begin asking the question: who 
are you? And what have you been doing so far?

Sexy workout, hot music, snazzy clothing
We can all agree that if we use a piece of machinery well it will work better and last longer. 
So what are you doing when it comes to using your body? Do you know what it means to use it 
well and especially the things you do most of the time. Why does it make sense to be good at 
doing something you do most of the time? Because you do it most of the time, it serves as the 
fundament, the coordination upon which everything else you do, is founded. 
So standing, breathing, walking, thinking, sitting, do you know what it means to do that well?  
You breathe about 20.000 times a day, do you know how to do that well and do you know what 
could block your breathing? You have about 40.000 thoughts a day, do you know how they 
affect you, where they come from, how to stimulate the traffic. You take about 10.000 steps a 
day, how are you doing there? Which would set us up for understanding how the body produces 
aspects such as stability, centering, force absorption , coordination and power production.  And 
if you don't know how to do the basics well then, why not? Well maybe because we already do it 
and its not as sexy as some kick ass movement routine done to hot music and wearing snazzy 
clothing. Well in the Franklin Method we like that too, but why not bring in the basic usage in 
alignment with your design so that you can improve on your efficiency and usage throughout 
your life; which would not only give you the quick fix of exercise but also give you more energy, 
more vibrancy, more interesting and creative thoughts, better breathing, more presence, better 
movement and more emergent properties of life to experience. And then take that coordination 
to your sexy workout, with the hot music and the snazzy clothing…..

 We are pure potential; How to get better and better all the time
It all starts with if how you are using your body and how it is designed is a match you will work 
better. Why wouldn't you already be doing that? Well because our modern culture has changed 



the environment so fast that we no longer have a good match. It affects our posture, our 
breathing and our thinking to a degree that many of us ends up not just with physical symptoms 
but with the feeling that we don't have the power to influence our own experience, that we in no 
way are  in control of our own destiny. In the Franklin Method we are proposing that there is 
more empowering yet gentle way to move through life; we can match our biology with our 
culture and that it doesn't have to be  a trade off, but that both could not only thrive but mutually 
influence each other in a positive fashion. Why not? 
This is proposing a new paradigm of health which put the onus back on the individual. If you 
truly understand what the science of neuroplasticity and epigenetic tells us, you will realize  that 
you are pure potential as a human being. We are not predetermined; we make it up as we go 
along. Depending on how you use you brain you change its architecture. This is tremendously 
exciting news. Our perceived limits bleakness in comparison with all the possibilities that we 
hold. Yes its easy to be cynical about this but the fact that we have options should excite us.
We now know what it takes to create change. It is not a cake walk, it takes continued practice 
and it will demand your full attention and desire, but it is possible. And no it is not all mental 
effort, you can get your body/mind interphase on your side. You can experience change from 
the inside out, experiencing having boundless energy, kicking of the bedding to greet a new day, 
having a dance, feeling good without having to think about it. We call it organic support.
Are you interested in knowing how?. Not just the rah-rah and the intellectual information, but the 
step by step process. In an embodied fashion that transcends boarders and cultures. So that 
you will know the how, the what and the why and then you are free to practice and become your 
own expert. Because you not only have the information but also the practical know-how, the 
application and the integration of the material.
The Franklin Method in short teaches you how to move better, feel better and have more helpful 
thoughts. With that as your base your life can truly be getting better and better all the time.
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SO body/movement, evolution and Imagery/thinking, sounds like we could easily fill a room with 
experts on each one of those modalities, yes but in the FM we are not focused on the 
information only but on the practicality, of what we can use the information to improve on things, 
better usage. The meaning of  a statement lies in the means to have its experience. Usage is 
truth. If it is useful then it is truthful said Jung and that is what we focus on. We used to think 
that if I gather all the information available then I will be able to put it all together and be truly 
helpful. That is now an illusion. There is too much information out there. To many strands of 
thoughts and ideas checking out and at times meandering hoping to bring back some piece of 
insight that can be useful for the whole. We can compare it to the evolution of life, 99 %of which 
have died out, forms that did not fit the criteria for usability which lead to survive and striving. 
Instead we take a much simpler approach and identify what it is we all do, thus we would all be 
helped by improving on that. Because it is not this exercise will give you this; it is the practical 
inroad into using your body better, which we call embodying function. That is what we are 
describing here, and it is backed by science and it is our common truth and our body is 
designed to work in a certain way. It is not an opinion You can either use it well and get all the 
benefits and emergent properties of this latest model on the evolutionary walk of life or you can 
use it shoddily, half ass and have a very different experience of feeling connected, present, 
vibrant, energetic, alive and well. Embodiment of function improves function. And we can match 
how we use it with how it is designed and we can learn how our nervous system/brain produces 
change  the most efficiently to make this not something we know intellectually but something we 
do. 
So if I ask you “do you agree that you reinforce whatever you are doing?” You would most likely 
agree. 
Then I will ask you: what are you doing when it comes to using your body? Do you know what it 
means to use it well and especially the things you do most of the time. 
Last Question : Why does it make sense to be good at doing something you do most of the 
time? Because you do it most of the time it serves as the fundament, the coordination upon 
which everything else you do is founded. 



So standing, breathing, walking, thinking, sitting, do you know what it means to do that well?  
You breathe about 20.000 times a day, do you know how to do that well and do you know what 
could block your breathing? You take about 10.000 steps a day, how are you doing there? And if 
you don't know then, why not. Well maybe because we already do it and its not as sexy as 
some kick ass movement routine done to hot music and wearing snazzy clothing. Well in the FM 
we like that too but why not bring the basic usage in alignment with your design so that you can 
improve on your efficiency and usage throughout your life; aka more energy, more vibrancy, 
more presence, more emergent properties of life to experience. And then take that coordination 
to your sexy workout, with the hot music and your snazzy clothing…..

The Franklin Method can help you help yourself to move better, feel better and have more 
helpful thoughts.

Do these 5 movements or these 26 movements, on this exercise machine or with this latest new 
piece of exercise equipment and your body will work perfectly. And there swill be a new model 
touting the very same promises and the week after that as well and… Should arouse anyones 
suspicion, I mean how dumb would they think we are after all and says who by the way, is it 
backed by , what about that we come in with very different bodies. How can it be the same for 
everyone.
The only thing that is the same for all of us is how we are designed. And that design work in a 
certain way. And surprisingly you can learn to monitor that and see whether your usage and 
your design is a match made in heaven or not. And then you can start  to improve if you so 
should desire , using the latest in brain technology to transform yourself into a human Mercedes 
Benz with all the emergent properties of creativity, aliveness, vibrancy, intensity, beauty, strong 
emotions, presence, gratitude, empathy and kindness.

And of course you will feel the metabolic effects from any kind of exercise, the endorphin high 
but on a certain way that is also a quick fix why not add the long term fix, once it is in place, you 
will be in a very different kind of reality. One in which you know how your breathing works well 
and you know something you can practically do everyday to make how you are using your 
berthing apparatus sand how it is ideally designed to function come closer together. And then 
one day like the German poet wrote it, you will wake up in love. Breathing fully and it will be very 
exquisite and then there is the next breath, uhh-hummmm, we are of to the races and as 
humans we may no longer need all these things to make us happy, we can become a little 
lighter on the planet. One in which one half is starving and the other half is trying to loose 
weight, maybe we could as a species become a little more balanced and breathing and using 
our bodies well is great international equalizer metaphor for exactly that.

pionererne inden for sundhedsforskning er Antonovsky. 
Han bestemte sig for at flytte fokus fra spørgsmålet, 
hvorfor bliver mennesker syge, til hvad er det, der gør, at 
mennesker holder sig raske og sunde til trods for alle de 
belastninger, vi udsættes for. Han opstillede den hypotese, 



at de mennesker, der oplever tilværelsen som meningsfuld, 
forståelig og håndterlig, klarer sig mentalt og fysisk bedst.


